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(57) ABSTRACT

A method, system, apparatus, and computer program prod-
uct provide the ability to analyze ionospheric slant total
electron content (TEC) using global navigation satellite
systems (GNSS)-based estimation. Slant TEC is estimated
for a given set of raypath geometries by fitting historical
GNSS data to a specified delay model. The accuracy of the
specified delay model is estimated by computing delay
estimate residuals and plotting a behavior of the delay
estimate residuals. An ionospheric threat model is computed
based on the specified delay model. Ionospheric grid delays
(IGDs) and grid ionospheric vertical errors (GIVES) are
computed based on the ionospheric threat model.
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STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY
SPONSORED RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT

The invention described herein was made in the perfor-
mance of work under NASA Contract, and is subject to the
provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 USC 202) in which the
Contractor has elected to retain title.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates generally to ionospheric

modeling, and in particular, to a method, apparatus, and
article of manufacture for analyzing ionospheric slant total
electron content (TEC) using global positioning system
(GPS) based estimation.

2. Description of the Related Art
(Note: This application may reference a number of dif-

ferent publications as indicated throughout the specification.
A list of these different publications as well as references
that may be relevant to the present invention can be found
below in the section entitled "References." Each of these
publications is incorporated by reference herein.)

For single-frequency users of global navigation satellite
systems (GNSS), ionospheric delay continues to be the
largest source of positioning error. In this regard, free
electrons along the raypath impede the passage of a GNSS
signal through the ionosphere. The total delay is propor-
tional to the slant total electron content (STEC) along the
raypath. The issue arises regarding how to analyze and

2
visualize ionospheric STEC using measurements of GNSS.
To understand such issues better, a description of prior art
position estimating systems may be useful.
To guarantee the safety of airline navigation based upon

5 GNSS signals, satellite-based augmentation systems
(SBAS) have been developed to ensure the accuracy, integ-
rity, availability, and continuity of user position estimates
derived from GNSS measurements. In the United States, the
Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) is an augmenta-

io tion of the Global Positioning System (GPS) that measures
the ionospheric slant delay of signals propagating from GPS
satellites to multiple, dual frequency receivers distributed
across North America in a network of thirty-eight reference
stations (see FIG. 1).

15 To allow the user to correct for the error due to iono-
spheric delay, WAAS derives from these measurements a
vertical delay estimate at each ionospheric grid point (IGP)
in a mask specified by the WAAS Minimum Operational
Performance Standards [MOPS, 2001] (see FIG. 2). The

20 vertical delay at an IGP is designated the Ionospheric Grid
Delay (IGD) at that IGP. In addition, WAAS computes, at
each IGP, a safety-critical integrity bound called the Grid
Ionospheric Vertical Error (GIVE). Integrity refers to the
reliability and trustworthiness of the information provided

25 by the navigation system and to the system's ability to
deliver timely warnings to users when the system should not
be used for navigation because of signal corruption or some
other error or failure in the system. GIVES are derived from
inflated and augmented values of the formal estimation

30 error. They protect the user from the effects of delay esti-
mation error due to ionospheric irregularity, both sampled
and undersampled.
From the Initial Operating Capability of WAAS in July of

2003 through Release 8/9 of the initial system to newer
35 systems, the vertical delay estimate and its integrity bound

at each IGP have been calculated from a planar fit of slant
delay measurements projected to vertical. The slant-to-
vertical conversion is achieved by modeling the ionosphere
as an infinitesimally thin shell at a representative iono-

40 spheric altitude (see FIG. 3). In a later version of WAAS,
estimation of vertical delays is performed by a geo-statistical
technique known as kriging [Cressie, 1993; Webster, 2001;
Blanch, 2002; Wackernagel, 2003], a type of minimum
mean square estimator, adapted to spatial data, that origi-

45 nated in the mining industry in the 1950's. Kriging provides
a smoothed depiction of a spatially distributed variable that
has been sampled by irregularly spaced measurements.
Compared to the planar fit model, the kriging model gen-
erally achieves a better match to the observed random

50 structure of the vertical delays (or it can be tuned to match
these data better).
To calculate the IGDs and GIVES, WAAS (as well as the

European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service [EG-
NOS]) models the ionosphere as an infinitesimally thin shell

55 at a representative ionospheric altitude (referred to as the
thin shell model). The thin shell model is a crude model
where the electron density is assumed to be non-negligible
only in an infinitesimally thin layer located at a shell height
representative of the altitude where the electron density

6o attains its peak value. Such a crude approximation neces-
sarily introduces error into delay estimation.
The thin shell model serves two purposes: (1) to define the

ionospheric pierce point (IPP) of each measurement; and (2)
to convert the slant delay measurement to a vertical delay

65 estimate at the IPP. An IPP is the location where a satellite-
to-station raypath or a satellite-to-user-receiver raypath pen-
etrates the thin shell. At regularly spaced intervals in time,
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WAAS performs delay estimation, converting slant delay
measurements in a given epoch to vertical delay estimates
and transforms these vertical delay estimates, distributed
unevenly in space over the thin shell, into a set of vertical
delay estimates distributed at regular spatial intervals on the 5

WAAS ionospheric grid. To infer the ionospheric slant delay
(and its integrity bound) associated with a GPS signal
detected by the user's receiver, the user must first determine
the IPP associated with the signal and then approximate the
vertical delay at this IPP using bilinear interpolation of the io
IGDs (and their integrity bounds) at the nearest IGPs sur-
rounding the IPP. The interpolated vertical delay estimate is
then converted, again using the thin shell model, to an
estimate of the slant delay from the satellite to the user.

With a slant delay estimate and integrity bound for each 15
GPS signal detected by a user's receiver, the user can
determine a correction to his or her position estimate and an
integrity bound on that estimate. This integrity bound is
used, in turn, to specify the user's Horizontal Protection
Level (HPL) and Vertical Protection Level (VPL). The HPL 20
and VPL are the receiver-computed integrity bounds defined
by the MOPS [2001] as, respectively, the radius of a circle
in the horizontal plane and the half-length of a segment on
the vertical axis perpendicular to this plane, each describing
a region whose center coincides with the user's true position 25
and whose breadth is sufficient to provide assurance that the
region contains the estimated position. The HPL and VPL
define the regions in which the respective time-to-alert
requirements can be met. A Horizontal Alert Limit (HAL)
and, where applicable, a Vertical Alert Limit (VAL) are 30
associated with each navigation mode (e.g., precision
approach, non-precision approach, en route, etc.) supported
by WAAS. The MOPS [2001] defines the HAL and VAL as,
respectively, a radius and segment half-length, analogous to
the HPL and VPL, each describing regions also centered on 35
the user's position but of such breadth as to meet the
requirement to contain the true position within the probabil-
ity required for a particular navigation mode. When the HPL
exceeds the HAL or the VPL exceeds the VAL for a given
level of aviation service, that level of service is not available 40
to the user. When the true error in a user's position exceeds
the VAL (for equipment aware of the navigation mode) or
the computed VPL (for equipment not aware) and WAAS
fails to provide notification of the error within the time-to-
alert of the applicable phase of flight, WAAS is considered 45
to be broadcasting hazardously misleading information
(HMI). For example, the most restrictive integrity require-
ment on WAAS is that the upper bound on the probability of
broadcasting hazardously misleading information be no
more than one occurrence in every 10,000,000 runway 50
approaches (resulting in either landings or missed
approaches) that use precision approach with vertical guid-
ance, i.e., a probability of broadcasting hazardously mis-
leading information of 10'.
By this means, WAAS provides vertical guidance down to 55

a minimum height above the runway as determined by the
level of the aviation service. The decision height in a
precision approach is the height at which a missed approach
must be initiated if the required visual reference to continue
the approach has not been established. Each level of aviation 60
service specifies a distinct decision height and VAL. For
Localizes Performance with Vertical guidance (LPV) ser-
vice, the decision height is 250 feet and the VAL is 50
meters; for LPV200 service, the decision height is 200 feet,
and the VAL is 35 meters. 65

As described above, in its initial operational capability,
WAAS performed vertical delay estimation by incorporating

4
the thin shell model into a planar fit algorithm. A later
version of WAAS replaced the planar fit algorithm with an
algorithm based upon a geo-statistical technique known as
kriging. The success of kriging is partly due to its ability to
mitigate the error due to the thin shell approximation. Other
alternative methods of delay estimation eliminate the need
for adopting the thin shell approximation altogether.

However, even though WAAS and other systems are
capable of performing delay estimation, such prior methods
fail to provide a delay estimation method that is efficient and
sufficiently removes one or more sources of error. Regard-
less of the method utilized to mitigate error, it is useful to
have a system that allows the user to analyze and visualize
the ionospheric STEC using GNSS. In other words, it is
useful to have a system that measures/evaluates the accuracy
of the method utilized and determine STEC.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Embodiments of the invention provide three fundamental
capabilities: (1) estimation of ionospheric slant TEC along
arbitrary raypaths, based upon fits of historical GNSS data
that are used to define the state of the ionosphere; (2)
calculation of the ionospheric threat model for the Wide
Area Augmentation System (WAAS) of the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA); and (3) calculation of the Iono-
spheric Grid Delay (IGD) and the Grid Ionospheric Vertical
Error (GIVE) that are broadcast by WAAS for a given set of
observational data. In addition, embodiments of the inven-
tion contain various scripts that serve as tools for analyzing
the behavior of ionospheric TEC and for optimizing perfor-
mance of satellite-based augmentation systems.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Referring now to the drawings in which like reference
numbers represent corresponding parts throughout:
FIG. 1 shows the locations of receiver sites in the Wide

Area Augmentation System (WAAS);
FIG. 2 illustrates the IGP mask specified by the WAAS

Minimum Operational Performance Standards;
FIG. 3 illustrates a slant-to-vertical conversion that is

achieved by modeling the ionosphere as an infinitesimally
thin shell at a representative ionospheric altitude;
FIG. 4 is an exemplary hardware and software environ-

ment used to implement one or more embodiments of the
invention;

FIG. 5 illustrates the stages used to calculate TEC esti-
mates in accordance with one or more delay estimation
models used in the invention;
FIG. 6 illustrates the nine steps in the calculation of the

WAAS ionospheric (spatial-temporal) threat model, involv-
ing two components that are merged in accordance with one
or more embodiments of the invention; and
FIG. 7 illustrates the logical flow for analyzing iono-

spheric slant TEC using GNSS-based estimation in accor-
dance with one or more embodiments of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

In the following description, reference is made to the
accompanying drawings which form a part hereof, and, by
way of illustration, several embodiments of the present
invention are shown. It is understood that other embodi-
ments may be utilized and structural changes may be made
without departing from the scope of the present invention.
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Hardware Environment
FIG. 4 is an exemplary hardware and software environ-

ment 400 used to implement one or more embodiments of
the invention. The hardware and software environment
includes a computer 402 and may include peripherals.
Computer 402 may be a user/client computer, server com-
puter, or may be a database computer. The computer 402
comprises a general purpose hardware processor 404A and/
or a special purpose hardware processor 404B (hereinafter
alternatively collectively referred to as processor 404) and a
memory 406, such as random access memory (RAM). The
computer 402 may be coupled to, and/or integrated with,
other devices, including input/output (I/O) devices such as a
keyboard 414, a cursor control device 416 (e.g., a mouse, a
pointing device, pen and tablet, touch screen, multi-touch
device, etc.) and a printer 428. In one or more embodiments,
computer 402 may be coupled to, or may comprise, a
portable or media viewing/listening device 432 (e.g., an
MP3 player, iPodTM, NookTM, portable digital video player,
cellular device, personal digital assistant, etc.). In yet
another embodiment, the computer 402 may comprise a
multi-touch device, mobile phone, gaming system, internet
enabled television, television set top box, or other internet
enabled device executing on various platforms and operating
systems.

In one embodiment, the computer 402 operates by the
general purpose processor 404A performing instructions
defined by the computer program 410 under control of an
operating system 408. The computer program 410 and/or the
operating system 408 may be stored in the memory 406 and
may interface with the user and/or other devices to accept
input and commands and, based on such input and com-
mands and the instructions defined by the computer program
410 and operating system 408, to provide output and results.

Output/results may be presented on the display 422 or
provided to another device for presentation or further pro-
cessing or action. In one embodiment, the display 422
comprises a liquid crystal display (LCD) having a plurality
of separately addressable liquid crystals. Alternatively, the
display 422 may comprise a light emitting diode (LED)
display having clusters of red, green and blue diodes driven
together to form full-color pixels. Each liquid crystal or
pixel of the display 422 changes to an opaque or translucent
state to form a part of the image on the display in response
to the data or information generated by the processor 404
from the application of the instructions of the computer
program 410 and/or operating system 408 to the input and
commands. The image may be provided through a graphical
user interface (GUI) module 418. Although the GUI module
418 is depicted as a separate module, the instructions
performing the GUI functions can be resident or distributed
in the operating system 408, the computer program 410, or
implemented with special purpose memory and processors.

In one or more embodiments, the display 422 is integrated
with/into the computer 402 and comprises a multi-touch
device having a touch sensing surface (e.g., track pod or
touch screen) with the ability to recognize the presence of
two or more points of contact with the surface. Examples of
multi-touch devices include mobile devices (e.g., WhoneTM
Nexus STM, DroidTM devices, etc.), tablet computers (e.g.,
iPadTM, HP TouchpadTM), portable/handheld game/music/
video player/console devices (e.g., iPod TouchTM, MP3
players, Nintendo 3DSTM, P1ayStation PortableTM, etc.),
touch tables, and walls (e.g., where an image is projected
through acrylic and/or glass, and the image is then backlit
with LEDs).

6
Some or all of the operations performed by the computer

402 according to the computer program 410 instructions
may be implemented in a special purpose processor 404B. In
this embodiment, the some or all of the computer program

5 410 instructions may be implemented via firmware instruc-
tions stored in a read only memory (ROM), a programmable
read only memory (PROM) or flash memory within the
special purpose processor 404B or in memory 406. The
special purpose processor 404B may also be hardwired

io through circuit design to perform some or all of the opera-
tions to implement the present invention. Further, the special
purpose processor 404B may be a hybrid processor, which
includes dedicated circuitry for performing a subset of
functions, and other circuits for performing more general

15 functions such as responding to computer program 410
instructions. In one embodiment, the special purpose pro-
cessor 404B is an application specific integrated circuit
(ASIC).

The computer 402 may also implement a compiler 412
20 that allows an application or computer program 410 written

in a programming language such as COBOL, Pascal, C++,
FORTRAN, or other language to be translated into processor
404 readable code. Alternatively, the compiler 412 may be
an interpreter that executes instructions/source code directly,

25 translates source code into an intermediate representation
that is executed, or that executes stored precompiled code.
Such source code may be written in a variety of program-
ming languages such as JavaTM, Per1TM, BasicTM, etc. After
completion, the application or computer program 410

3o accesses and manipulates data accepted from I/O devices
and stored in the memory 406 of the computer 402 using the
relationships and logic that were generated using the com-
piler 412.
The computer 402 also optionally comprises an external

35 communication device such as a modem, satellite link,
Ethernet card, or other device for accepting input from, and
providing output to, other computers 402.
In one embodiment, instructions implementing the oper-

ating system 408, the computer program 410, and the
40 compiler 412 are tangibly embodied in a non-transient

computer-readable medium, e.g., data storage device 420,
which could include one or more fixed or removable data
storage devices, such as a zip drive, floppy disc drive 424,
hard drive, CD-ROM drive, tape drive, etc. Further, the

45 operating system 408 and the computer program 410 are
comprised of computer program 410 instructions which,
when accessed, read and executed by the computer 402,
cause the computer 402 to perform the steps necessary to
implement and/or use the present invention or to load the

50 program of instructions into a memory 406, thus creating a
special purpose data structure causing the computer 402 to
operate as a specially programmed computer executing the
method steps described herein. Computer program 410
and/or operating instructions may also be tangibly embodied

55 in memory 406 and/or data communications devices 430,
thereby making a computer program product or article of
manufacture according to the invention. As such, the terms
"article of manufacture," "program storage device," and
"computer program product," as used herein, are intended to

60 encompass a computer program accessible from any com-
puter readable device or media.
Of course, those skilled in the art will recognize that any

combination of the above components, or any number of
different components, peripherals, and other devices, may be

65 used with the computer 402.
As described above, embodiments of the invention may

be installed as a computer/software application 410 (that
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may also be referred to as IonoSTAGETM) executing on
computer 400. More specifically, embodiments of the inven-
tion may be implemented in a numerical computing envi-
ronment such as MATLABTM (matrix laboratory) that allows
matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data, imple-
mentation of algorithms, creation of user interfaces, and
interfacing with programs written in other languages (e.g.,
C, C++, 7avaTM, and FortranTM)
To initialize the software application 410, a script may be

executed that identifies a default graphics device and enables
searching to be performed in a working directory, a directory
containing the source code, and a directory storing obser-
vational data (e.g., supertruth data) (e.g., that were obtained
from GNSS systems)
Estimation of Total Electron Content (TEC)
Embodiments of the invention estimate slant TEC for a

given set of raypath geometries by fitting historical data to
a specified model. Estimation may be performed at fit
centers that are actual ionospheric grid points (IGPs) or
pseudo-IGPs (i.e., measurement ionospheric pierce points
[IPPs]) treated as IGPs). The data used to specify the state
of the ionosphere may be the same as, or distinct from, the
data used to specify the estimate raypath geometry. The
delay estimation models that may be invoked are as follows:

1. planar fit model —a model in which the ionosphere is
collapsed into a thin shell at a fixed reference height
(typically 350 km). Planar fit estimation is performed
on slant delays converted to vertical using the thin shell
obliquity factor (see Sparks et al., 2011A).

2. kriging model —a model also based upon the thin shell
model but with measurements near the fit center
weighted more heavily than those far from the fit center
(see Sparks et al., 2011A).

3. conical domain model —a model in which receiver and
satellite positions define a set of cones with satellite
positions at the vertices. Each estimation is performed
using measurements associated with only a single sat-
ellite (see Sparks et al., 2009A).

4. multi-cone model —a two-phase estimation scheme
where, in the first phase, the conical-domain model is
used to obtain an estimate of the slant delay for each ray
path that connects a visible satellite to a specified earth
point, and, in the second phase, the conical domain
model is inverted to perform delay estimation using
cones of pseudo-measurements, each with a single
receiver at the vertex (see Sparks et al., 200913).

5. weighted average an estimation scheme where each
measurement in a given fit is weighted according the
distance of its ionospheric pierce point from the fit
center, raised to a specified power. This model has been
used primarily for diagnostic purposes.

In embodiments of the invention, the computation of slant
TEC estimates may be separated into three stages. An
additional stage is required when using the multi-cone
model (see Sparks, 2008). Associated with each stage is a
distinct set of one or more output files in mat format.
Decomposing the problem in this manner facilitates the
development of diagnostic tools. Each stage of the calcula-
tion can be analyzed by examining its output.

FIG. 5 illustrates the stages used to calculate TEC esti-
mates in accordance with one or more embodiments of the
invention. As described above, four steps are utilized with a
multi-cone model (the second stage/step [e.g., step 504] is
omitted when using any of the other models). Each step is
associated with a distinct script and a distinct set of output
files.

8
At step 502, observational GNSS data are converted from

a first format into a second format (e.g., from American
Standard Code for Information Interchange [ASCII] [also
referred to as supertruth]) format is converted into mat

5 format. In addition to performing various conversions, step
502 may smooth and decimate the ASCII data. Step 502
writes various data arrays, on a day-by-day or hour-by-hour
basis, to observed delay data mat files.
At step 504, the conical domain approach is used to

10 evaluate pseudo-observations corresponding to raypaths that
link satellites to target points. Each conical domain fit is
performed with a satellite at the cone vertex and a target
point serving as the fit center whose location restricts the

15 measurements to be included in the fit. Step 504 outputs
pseudo-observations that are subsequently written to epoch
pseudo-observation data mat files on an epoch-by-epoch
basis. Further, step 504 includes writing an epoch pseudo-
observation summary mat file that contains variables

20 describing the pseudo-observational data and options used to
perform pseudo-delay estimation. Note: this step is omitted
when a delay estimation model other than the multi-cone
model is selected.
At step 506, the vertical delay is estimated (e.g., at the

25 IPPs of the observations to be modeled), by fitting actual (or
synthetic) GNSS data to a delay model (i.e., a specified
delay model) (e.g., over an extended geographic region).
Optionally, when using the planar fit model, this function
may simply evaluate model parameters and their covari-

30 ances that may be later used to estimate vertical delay. As an
additional option, data-deprivation may be invoked, i.e.,
using IPP masks to remove (from each fit) a specified
portion of the fit IPPs. The estimating results in fit data that

35 are written to epoch delay fit data mat files on an epoch-
by-epoch basis. Vertical delay estimates are written to epoch
equivalent vertical delay (EVD) data mat files on an epoch-
by-epoch basis. Epoch delay fit data files and epoch EVD
data files reside in fit directories, each associated with a

40 specified time interval. For each fit directory, an epoch delay
fit summary mat file is written that contains variables
describing the observational data and options used to per-
form delay estimation over the time interval associated with
that directory.

45 At step 508, the slant delay is estimated for given sets of
raypath geometries by fitting historical (GNSS) data to a
specified delay model over a specified set of time durations.
The fitting results in a summary of the slant delay that is
written to a delay estimation summary file in a primary

50 output directory. The delay estimation summary file stores a
summary of all input data options, all processing options,
and a record of all delay estimate output directories. Each
delay estimate directory contains epoch delay estimate data
mat files storing delay estimates on an epoch-by-epoch basis

55 over a specified time interval. Each delay estimate directory
also contains an epoch estimate summary mat file that
contains variables describing the output delay estimates
stored in the directory and the options used to generate them
over the specified time interval.

60 The vertical delay estimation discussed in step 506 can be
performed in a variety of ways, depending on the type of fit
center selected. Options are as follows:

1. GEO_IPP—evaluate the vertical delay at an IPP using
the IPP as the fit center;

65 2. INCLUSIVE_FIT_IPP evaluate the vertical delay at
an IPP using the nearest fit IPP as the fit center, keeping
the IPP in the estimation if it is the fit center IPP;
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3. EXCLUSIVE_FIT_IPP—evaluate the vertical delay at

an IPP using the nearest fit IPP as the fit center,
excluding the IPP from the estimation if it is the fit
center IPP;

4. ADJACENT_IGP evaluate the vertical delay at an 5

IPP using the IGP nearest the IPP as the fit center,
keeping the IPP in the estimation if it is a fit IPP;

5. EXCLUSIVE _IGP evaluate the vertical delay at an
IPP using the IGP nearest the IPP as the fit center,
excluding the IPP from the estimation if it is a fit IPP; i0

6. INTERPOLATED _IGP—evaluate the vertical delay at
an IPP by interpolating vertical delays estimated at fit
center IGPs located at the vertices of the cell in which
the IPP resides; and 15

7. WEIGHTED_IGP—evaluate the vertical delay at an
IPP by a weighted average of estimates at the IPP using
fit center IGPs located at the vertices of the cell in
which the IPP resides.

To estimate the vertical delay at a set of ionospheric grid 20
points, as well as to evaluate slant delay estimates, various
scripts may be utilized. When the observational data used to
specify the state of the ionosphere are distinct from the
observational data used to specify the estimate raypath
geometries, embodiments of the invention may, by default, 25
calculate slant delay by using the WAAS algorithm to
interpolate vertical delay, both spatially and temporarily, at
the grid points of the corners of the grid cell in which the
user's IPP resides. The interpolated vertical delay is con-
verted to slant delay using the usual thin shell model 30
obliquity factor.
Delay Model Accuracy Analysis
When the observational data used to specify the state of

the ionosphere are the same as the data used to specify the
estimate raypath geometry, vertical delay estimates can be 35
evaluated at IPPs associated with actual observations. These
vertical delays can be converted to slant in the manner
described above. For each estimated delay, the observed
delay is known. This capability permits embodiments of the
invention to assess the accuracy of estimated delays. 40

To evaluate the accuracy of a delay model, a script may
be executed that calculates delay estimate residuals and plots
various figures showing their behavior. Optionally, results
generated by two distinct delay models can be compared.
The calculation and analysis of TEC residuals (estimated 45

TEC—observed TEC) have been separated into two stages,
each stage with its distinct set of one or more output files in
mat format. Again, decomposing the problem in this fashion
facilitates the development of diagnostic tools. An additional
advantage of this decomposition of the problem is that it can 50
provide for efficient recomputation of the TEC estimatation
error when new options are invoked. Each stage is associ-
ated with a distinct script and a distinct set of output files.

Stage 1 Bin Delay Residuals
The first stage tabulates residual differences between 55

(observed) slant delay measurements (that have been pro-
jected to vertical), and the corresponding estimated slant
TEC delay (based on the specified delay model). It outputs
bin matrices for specified data durations in delay residual bin
data files. When two models are to be compared, the stage 60
tabulates comparisons of two sets of delay residuals and
outputs the results to two-model delay residual bin data files.

Stage 2 Analyze Delay Model Accuracy
The second stage writes a delay model accuracy summary

mat file that contains variables specifying the delay model 65
(or the delay models to be compared), the options used to
generate delay estimates (i.e., the estimated slant TEC delay

10
estimates), and access to all the output generated by the run.
This stage may also plot results.
Ionospheric Threat Model Computation

This section presents an overview of the computation of
an ionospheric threat model [Sparks et al., 2001, Altshuler et
al., 2001, Paredes et al., 2008, GIVE ADD, 2010, Sparks et
al., 2011A, 2011B]. However, this section first describes
how to simply generate an ionospheric threat model

Quickstart Guide to Creating the WAAS Ionospheric
Threat Model
To create a spatial-temporal ionospheric threat model,

users must first download the required ASCII supertruth files
from a storage location (e.g., a StanfordTM web server) and
place the files in a data directory. A list of such files needed
to compute the WFO Release 3 threat model appears in
Sparks et al., 2011. The user can subsequently generate the
WFO Release 3 threat model by executing a command in a
MatlabTM session (e.g., create_iono_threat_model
(WFO _v3');).

Such a command initiates a very lengthy computation that
generates and merges two component threat models that
constitute the WFO Release 3 threat model, namely, the
WAAS-only and WAAS+Mexico components. Such a pro-
cess may take up to eight days to complete.

Overview of a Threat Model Computation
The ionospheric threat model consists of a table of

6u,,aerplea values [Sparks et al., 2011 B]. In embodiments
of the invention, the computation of a single threat model
has been separated into eight stages (a ninth stage is required
to merge the components of a multi-component threat
model, e.g., components based upon WAAS-only data and
WAAS+Mexico data). Associated with each stage is a dis-
tinct set of one or more output files in ASCII or mat format.
The advantages of this decomposition of the problem are
similar to those discussed in the decomposition of the
computation of TEC estimate residual error: facilitating the
development of diagnostic tools and providing for efficient
recomputation of the threat model whenever new options are
invoked.

For example, if the user wishes to calculate a threat model
using a different threat model metric, only those stages of the
computation affected by the option change need be recal-
culated, i.e., the binning of threat model error must be
recomputed but not the fitting of GNSS observations at IGPs
nor the estimation of model delays based upon these fits.
This represents a potentially enormous savings in compu-
tational time and resources.
FIG. 6 illustrates the nine steps in the calculation of the

WAAS ionospheric (spatial-temporal) threat model, involv-
ing two components that are merged in accordance with one
or more embodiments of the invention. Each step is asso-
ciated with a distinct script:
At step 602, observational GNSS data are converted from

a first format into a second format (e.g., in ASCII [super-
truth] format to mat format). In addition to performing
various conversions, this step smoothes and decimates the
ASCII data. It writes various data arrays, on a day-by-day or
hour-by-hour basis, to observed delay data mat files.
At step 604, vertical delay of the observational GNSS data

(at the IPPs of the observations to be modeled) is estimated
by fitting actual observational GNSS data to a specified
delay model over an extended geographic region. Multiple
vertical delay estimates at the same IPP are evaluated using
different data deprivation masks. Fit data are written to
epoch delay fit data mat files on an epoch-by-epoch basis.
Vertical delay estimates are written to epoch equivalent
vertical delay (EVD) data mat files on an epoch-by-epoch
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basis. Epoch delay fit data files and epoch EVD data files
reside in fit directories, each associated with a specified time
interval. For each fit directory, an epoch delay fit summary
mat file is written that contains variables describing the
observational data and options used to perform delay esti-
mation over the time interval associated with that directory.
At step 606, the threat error delay is evaluated by calcu-

lating the residual difference between the estimated slant
delay at the IPPs and the corresponding observed delay
(both projected to vertical). This step outputs delay residuals
on an epoch-by-epoch basis in epoch threat delay error data
mat files. The residuals output correspond to measurements
whose ionospheric pierce points lie in the threat domain of
each fit. All threat domain residuals are saved, or, optionally,
only those corresponding to the maximal au .....Piea value
(greater than zero) obtained in each threat domain over the
duration in which the fit is operative.
At step 608, the maximum residual differences are tabu-

lated as a function of the IPPs distribution metrics. More
specifically, the threat delay error is tabulated by tabulating
the maximum au ae1 plea binned as a function of two IPP
distribution metrics. This step outputs bin matrices for
specified data durations in threat delay error bin data files
(e.g., each bin file generally corresponds to a single day of
observational data). A record of the state of the extreme
storm detector (ESD) as a function of time for each data
deprivation mask is written to an ESD state file.
At step 610, raw data that are to be used to define each

component of the ionospheric threat model are assembled.
For each component, access to data files generated in steps
602-608 is output to a threat model raw data mat file on a
storm-by-storm basis.
At step 612 the maximum au aerplea data from all the

storms that comprise each threat model component are
merged, and an overbound is constructed that increases
monotonically as a function of each IPP distribution metric.
After plotting the raw data and the overbound as two-
dimensional pixel plots, step 612 outputs the data plotted as
columns in, respectively, an ASCII threat model raw data bin
data file and an ASCII threat model overbound bin data file.
At step 614, for each threat model component, diagnostic

files are generated based upon the merged data of step 612,
consisting of columns of data that identify the origin of each
maximum 6uuae-plea• Step 614 writes a table of critical
points and a table of all the maximum au aerplea values,
respectively, to an ASCII critical points table file and to an
ASCII max sigmas table file.
At step 616, for each component, a threat model summary

mat file is written that contains a threat model structure
specifying the threat model component and access to all the
information required to produce the threat model compo-
nent.
At step 618, a composite threat model is built. Step 618

merges the components of the threat model (if the threat
model has multiple components) and repeats steps 612-616,
generating an analogous set of output files that now contain
data for the complete threat model rather than its individual
components.
Once a threat model has been generated, the user can use

a reporting script to produce additional plots and generate
other data that describe the threat model. In addition, the
user can create a report that plots threat delay error diag-
nostics and, optionally, plots each sector of the threat model
(i.e., the contribution of each storm day to the overall threat
model). Additional reporting functionality can be used to
produce plots and generate data that describe the behavior of
the extreme storm detector for the set of storms included in

12
the threat model. Reporting functionality can also calculate
a table of extreme storm detector trip times and plot the
storm threat metric vs. the maximum extreme storm detector
(ESD) metric.

5 Some analysis scripts compare the results of two threat
model computations. In order for these scripts to operate
properly, the primary directory of each threat model com-
putation (i.e. the directory storing all the results of the
computation) should reside in the same root directory. The

10 primary directory of a threat model computation may be
moved to a new root directory; subsequent calls to scripts
that read output data from this computation will automati-
cally convert pathnames needed for accessing these data,
based upon the path of the directory in which the primary

15 directory resides. Subdirectories of the primary directory of
a given threat model computation should never be moved to
a new location relative to the location of the primary
directory.
Broadcast Data Computation

20 For a given observational data set, the ionospheric grid
delays (IGDs) and the grid ionospheric vertical errors
(GIVES) that WAAS would broadcast can be calculated by
executing an additional script. Such a script performs vari-
ous calculations and requires, as input, specification of the

25 ionospheric threat model to be used to evaluate the GIVES.
By default, a movie is generated that superimposes the
observed slant delay, converted to vertical and plotted at the
location of each observation IPP, onto a grid with IGD
values plotted at each grid point.

30 Options
Scripts in embodiments of the invention frequently use a

standard convention for handling options. The convention
consists of introducing into a function's argument list an
"options" structure whose members specify only those

35 option values that are to differ from their default values. The
usage statement, usually displayed by typing the function
name with no arguments, lists the complete set of valid
options and their default values. For example, typing:

validate_ delay_threat_model

40 while running in a UNIX environment produces the follow-
ing usage statement:

validate_ delay_ threat model( options )
default options:

45 archive:
`IonoS TAGEbenchmarks/official—

validation/v-delaythreat model'
irregmetricthreshold: [ ]

model_abrv: ̀ kr'
test class path: 'v-delay threat model'

50 ice: `JPL'
test case ids: I

window: I

To run the validation of threat model test case 2 using the
55 planar fit model, it is sufficient for the user to define an

options structure as follows,
options=struct(`test_case_ids', 2, ̀model abrv', ̀pf') and

then execute validate_delay_threat_model as indicated
by the usage statement. The other options will assume

60 their default values.
Advantages
In summary, embodiments of the invention provide the

ability to analyze ionospheric slant TEC based on GNSS
measurements. Such an embodiment has many advantages

65 including efficiency, validation, maintainability, ease of use,
and modularity. Each of these advantages is discussed
below.
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Efficiency
Analysis of ionospheric STEC is broken up into multiple

stages. It is often the case that an embodiment of the
invention can generate a new threat model by incorporating
some of the results of a prior threat model computation. In 5

this regard, the analysis has been structured to output sets of
files at different stages of the computation: (1) epoch delay
fit data files and epoch EVD files containing, respectively, fit
parameters and equivalent vertical delay estimates (typically
about 70% of the computation); (2) epoch threat delay error io
data files containing fit residuals (about 29% of the compu-
tation); and (3) threat delay error bin data files containing
binned data (e.g., CT aesplea values less than 2% of the
computation). When a threat model parameter change affects
only the binning of data (which is frequently the case), the 15
analysis engine can recompute the threat model without
recomputing the fits and the residual error the multi-day
computation of the first threat model can thereby be reduced
to a computation requiring less than two hours.

Further, the threat model contains a large number of input 20
variables that can be adjusted. The ability to compute threat
models efficiently enables the performance of trade studies
that might not otherwise be feasible, e.g. trade-offs between
integrity and availability as functions of one or more input
parameters. For example, embodiments of the invention are 25
well-suited to studying the impact of varying the irregularity
detector threshold. Once the base line threat model has been
computed, a multi-day calculation that need only be done
once, threat models corresponding to the other 9 values of
the irregularity detector threshold can be achieved in 31.5 30
hours (9 threat models*3.5 hours of computation per threat
model).
The importance of optimization should not be underesti-

mated. The CT aerplea values tabulated in the ionospheric
threat model usually represent the dominant component of 35
the GIVE, i.e., they are critical in determining the WAAS
broadcast error bounds. The size of the broadcast error
bounds, in turn, influences system availability. Changes in
system availability can have enormous economic conse-
quences (for the FAA and for the nation). The efficiency of 40
the computations (in embodiments of the invention) makes
it possible to perform trade studies (e.g., involving irregu-
larity detector thresholds, threat model metrics that charac-
terize IPP distributions, ESD parameters, etc.) that offer the
potential of significantly improving WAAS availability in 45
future releases.

Algorithm Validation
The generation of output files at various stages of the

computation has proven highly useful for debugging. When
an embodiment of the invention begins each of these stages, 50
it first checks to see whether any of the output files for that
stage already exists. Any such files that do exist are not
recomputed (e.g., files may not be overwritten). The original
purpose of this feature was to permit continuation of an
interrupted run without requiring the recomputation of all 55
the results obtained prior to the interruption. However, this
feature has also aided the detection of sources of discrep-
ancy between the present invention's embodiment and other
threat model analysis tools.

Detecting sources of discrepancy has often involved 60
examination of the calculation of a single critical point,
which, in general can occur anywhere in the middle of a
multi-day run. For example, if one wishes to stop compu-
tations at the place where the fit associated with the critical
point is calculated, one need only set a breakpoint at the 65
appropriate line of code and then remove (or rename) the
previously computed output epoch EVD file, associated with
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that epoch, containing the delay estimates in question. Since
an embodiment of the invention does not have to recompute
delay estimates associated with any other epoch, it will
arrive at the line in question in, at most, a matter of minutes,
no matter how long it took to arrive at this line in the original
computation.

While this may seem like a small benefit, it is instructive
to consider the cost of how the same issue has, in the past,
been addressed in prior art analysis tools (e.g. by Ray-
theonTM) during the intercode comparison. In the prior art, to
stop at the analogous point of the computation without
recomputing all the prior fits in the original computation, a
separate version of the tool was created and various for loops
were edited by hand to avoid unwanted computations. In the
short term this was a satisfactory approach. As time went on,
however, a concern arose regarding a possible divergence in
the evolution of the original WAAS tool and the modified
version, i.e., there was no confidence that all modifications
of the original code were correctly incorporated into the
"debug" version, and, hence, it was unclear whether the two
versions were continuing to produce the same results. The
ensuing confusion served to impede completion of the task.

Maintainability
A current embodiment of the invention adheres closely to

the coding standards used in the development of the various
tools. The only significant exception concerns the prohibi-
tion on the use of persistent variables. This embodiment of
the invention uses two persistent variables as system vari-
ables only; no data computations are performed with per-
sistent variables. It should also be noted that nearly all
modules may have at least one underscore in the module
name, thereby helping to ensure that no MatlabTM functions
are used as keywords. The only exceptions are the startup
module and conversion utilities that adhere to a standard
naming convention for conversion functions, i.e., function
names of the form XXX2YYY.
Development has benefited from the novel manner in

which function options are handled. The implementation of
options as described above generally follows a standard
pattern. In the initial lines of the function, all possible
members of options are defined in a default structure. (Note:
the default value of the options structure itself is always [ ].)
The function display structure is used to display the mem-
bers of the default structure in the usage statement, and the
function update_ structure is used to construct the updated
options structure from the default structure and any option
values defined in the input options. It should also be noted
that update_ structure performs error checking: if the user
defines a member of the input options structure that does not
match any of the members defined in the default structure,
an error message is reported and execution terminated.
One advantage of this approach is the ease with which

new options can be introduced into the code. Consider, for
example, introducing a new option qqq for defining a new
IPP coverage metric (e.g., to replace the relative centroid).
All that is needed is to introduce qqq into a structure
returned by the function "set_ipp_coverage_constants" and
give it a default value. This option is now available in all
scripts that already have access to this structure without any
further coding changes. If the user wishes to change the
option value at the command line in the example above, the
user need only type:

options.fit_options.epoch.ipp_coverage_con-
stants.qqq=4;

Furthermore, no additional coding is required for error
checking To be more specific, embodiments of the invention
verify that any options defined in the manner above are
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valid. For example, it will flag a typographical error that
replaces ̀ qqq' with ̀ qqw'. The absence of such error check-
ing in the prior art threat model tool can and has resulted in
considerable confusion when an analogous error was written
into an option structure of the prior art tool: the code happily 5

accepted the ̀ new' option (qqw) without updating the value
of the intended target (qqq). Consequently, the user thought
results were generated using the new value for qqq when, in
fact, they had been generated using the default value. This
was not an easy error to detect. l0

Ease of Use
Ease of execution for scripts of embodiments of the

invention has also benefited from the manner in which
function options are implemented. All options used to gen- 15
erate a threat model, for example, are accessible from the
command line. Further, default values are easily retrieved
and the user may only need to specify those options whose
values are to differ from their default values.

Modularity 20

The development of embodiments of the invention may
emphasize modularity as a means of making code manage-
able and reusable. Integrating the estimation tool with the
threat model tool has had the advantage of building the
estimation tool upon many MatlabTM modules that have 25
already been validated in the threat model tool (i.e., via the
intercode comparison). A further example of the benefits of
modularity is that delay estimation models (e.g., planar fit,
multi-cone) have been implemented so as to be interchange-
able, i.e., analysis and plotting tools are independent of the 30
delay model chosen. This facilitates a ready comparison
between the results generated by distinct delay models.

Logical Flow
FIG. 7 illustrates the logical flow for analyzing iono-

spheric slant TEC using GNSS-based estimation in accor- 35
dance with one or more embodiments of the invention.
At step 702, slant TEC for a given set of raypath geom-

etries are estimated by fitting historical (GNSS) data to a
specified (delay) model. As described above, estimation may
be performed at fit centers that are actual ionospheric grid 40
points (IGPs) or pseudo-IGPs. The delay estimation models
that may be used include a planar fit model, kriging model,
conical domain model, and multi-cone model. The compu-
tation of slant TEC estimates is separated into three stages
(or four if a multi-cone model is used) (see FIG. 5 above). 45

At step 704, the accuracy of the delay model is evaluated.
Such an evaluation includes the calculation and analysis of
delay estimate residuals (estimated TEC-observed TEC).
Various figures showing the delay model behavior may also
be plotted. The evaluation/analysis may be separated into 50
two stages (with each stage having its distinct set of output
files).
At step 706, a WAAS ionospheric threat model is com-

puted (i.e., based on the specified delay model). The com-
putation of a threat model may be separated into eight or 55
nine stages as described above. Once generated, plots and
other data that describe the model may be generated. Fur-
ther, multiple computed threat models may be compared to
each other.
At step 708, from a given observational data set (and from 60

a set of delay estimates computed at step 702) and based on
the ionospheric threat model computed in step 706 (i.e.,
which is used as input to the analysis), the ionospheric grid
delays (IGDs) and grid ionospheric vertical errors (GIVES)
that WAAS would broadcast is calculated/computed. Plots/ 65
graphs of the computations may also be generated at this
step.
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CONCLUSION

This concludes the description of the preferred embodi-
ment of the invention. The following describes some alter-
native embodiments for accomplishing the present inven-
tion. For example, any type of computer, such as a
mainframe, minicomputer, or personal computer, or com-
puter configuration, such as a timesharing mainframe, local
area network, or standalone personal computer, could be
used with the present invention.
The foregoing description of the preferred embodiment of

the invention has been presented for the purposes of illus-
tration and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or
to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed. Many
modifications and variations are possible in light of the
above teaching. It is intended that the scope of the invention
be limited not by this detailed description, but rather by the
claims appended hereto.
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What is claimed is:
1. A computer-implemented method for analyzing iono-

spheric slant total electron content (TEC) using global
navigation satellite systems (GNSS)-based estimation com-
prising:

estimating slant TEC for a given set of raypath geometries
by fitting historical GNSS data to a specified delay
model;

evaluating an accuracy of the specified delay model by
calculating delay estimate residuals and plotting a
behavior of the delay estimate residuals;

computing an ionospheric threat model based on the
specified delay model, wherein the computing of the
ionospheric threat model is performed in multiple
stages, wherein each stage generates a distinct set of
output files;

computing a second ionospheric threat model with new
options, by reusing one or more of the files in the
distinct set of output files, wherein the second iono-
spheric threat model is used to protect users from
effects of ionospheric irregularities;

computing ionospheric grid delays (IGDs) and grid iono-
spheric vertical errors (GIVES) based on the iono-
spheric threat model; and

outputting the second ionospheric threat model, wherein
the second ionospheric threat model is applied to the
GNSS.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the delay estimation model comprises a planar fit
model.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the delay estimation model comprises a kriging
model.

4. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the delay estimation model comprises a conical
domain model.

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the delay estimation model comprises a multi-cone
model.

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the stages comprise:

converting observational GNSS data from a first format to
a second format that is written to an observed delay
data file;

estimating vertical delay by fitting actual GNSS data to
the specified delay model that results in fit data that are
written to an epoch delay fit data file; and

estimating slant delay for the given set of raypath geom-
etries by fitting the historical GNSS data to the speci-
fied delay model over a specified set of time durations,
wherein the fitting results are written to output files, and
input parameters and file access data are written to a
delay estimation summary file.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 6,
wherein the estimating slant delay further comprises using a
conical domain approach to evaluate pseudo-observations
corresponding to the given set of raypath geometries that
link satellites to target points, wherein the pseudo-observa-
tions are written to a pseudo observation data file.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the evaluating the accuracy of the specified delay
model is decomposed into stages, wherein the stages com-
prise:

tabulating residual differences between the estimated
slant TEC and observed TEC, wherein the residual
differences are output in a delay residual bin data file;
and
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writing a delay model accuracy summary file that contains

variables specifying the specified delay model, options
used to generate the estimated slant TEC, and access to
output generated.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the computing the ionospheric threat model is
decomposed into stages that each output a corresponding
output file, wherein the stages comprise:

converting observational GNSS data from a first format
into a second format;

evaluating the specified delay model by estimating verti-
cal delay of the observational GNSS data by fitting the
observational GNSS data to the specified delay model;

evaluating a threat delay error by calculating a residual
difference between the estimated vertical delay and
corresponding observed delay that has been projected
to vertical;

tabulating maximum residual differences as a function of
ionospheric pierce points (IPPs) distribution metrics;

assembling raw data to be used to define each threat
model component of the ionospheric threat model;

merging the maximum residual differences from multiple
storms that comprise each of the threat model compo-
nents and constructing an overbound that increases
monotonically as a function of each of the IPP distri-
bution metrics;

generating, for each threat model component, a diagnostic
file based on the merging;

writing, for each threat model component, a threat model
summary file that comprises a threat model structure
specifying the threat model component and access to
information required to produce the threat model com-
ponent; and

building a composite threat model by merging the threat
model components of the threat model.

10. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium
encoded with computer program instructions which when
accessed by a computer cause the computer to load the
program instructions to a memory therein creating a special
purpose data structure causing the computer to operate as a
specially programmed computer, executing a method of
analyzing ionospheric slant total electron content (TEC)
using global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) based
estimation, comprising:

estimating, in the specially programmed computer, slant
TEC for a given set of raypath geometries by fitting
historical GNSS data to a specified delay model;

evaluating, in the specially programmed computer, an
accuracy of the specified delay model by calculating
delay estimate residuals and plotting a behavior of the
delay estimate residuals;

computing, in the specially programmed computer, an
ionospheric threat model based on the specified delay
model, wherein the computing of the ionospheric threat
model is performed in multiple stages, wherein each
stage generates a distinct set of output files;

computing, in the specially programmed computer, a
second ionospheric threat model with new options, by
reusing one or more of the files in the distinct set of
output files, wherein the second ionospheric threat
model is used to protect users from effects of iono-
spheric irregularities;

computing, in the specially programmed computer, iono-
spheric grid delays (IGDs) and grid ionospheric vertical
errors (GIVES) based on the ionospheric threat model;
and

20
outputting the second ionospheric threat model, wherein

the second ionospheric threat model is applied to the
GNSS.

11. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10,
5 wherein the delay estimation model comprises a planar fit

model.
12. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10,

wherein the delay estimation model comprises a kriging
model.

10 13. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10,
wherein the delay estimation model comprises a conical
domain model.
14. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10,

15 wherein the delay estimation model comprises a multi-cone
model.
15. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10,

wherein the stages comprise:
converting, in the specially programmed computer, obser-

20 vational GNSS data from a first format to a second
format that is written to an observed delay data file;

estimating, in the specially programmed computer, verti-
cal delay by fitting actual GNSS data to the specified
delay model that results in fit data that are written to an

25 epoch delay fit data file; and
estimating, in the specially programmed computer, slant

delay for the given set of raypath geometries by fitting
the historical GNSS data to the specified delay model
over a specified set of time durations, wherein an output

30 file generated from the fitting comprises results of the
fitting and a delay estimation summary file comprises
information specifying the specified delay model and
options used to generate the estimated slant delay.

16. The computer readable storage medium of claim 15,
35 wherein the estimating slant delay comprises using a conical

domain approach to evaluate pseudo-observations corre-
sponding to the given set of raypath geometries that link
satellites to target points, wherein the pseudo-observations
are written to a pseudo observation data file.

40 17. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10,
wherein the evaluating the accuracy of the specified delay
model comprises is decomposed into stages, wherein the
stages comprise:

tabulating, in the specially programmed computer,
45 residual differences between the estimated slant TEC

and observed TEC, wherein the residual differences are
output in a delay residual bin data file; and

writing, in the specially programmed computer, a delay
model accuracy summary file that contains variables

50 specifying the specified delay model, options used to
generate the estimated slant TEC, and access to output
generated.

18. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10,
wherein the computing the ionospheric threat model is

55 decomposed into stages that each output a corresponding
output file, wherein the stages comprise:

converting, in the specially programmed computer, obser-
vational GNSS data from a first format into a second
format;

60 evaluating, in the specially programmed computer, the
specified delay model by estimating vertical delay of
the observational GNSS data by fitting the observa-
tional GNSS data to the specified delay model;

evaluating, in the specially programmed computer, a
65 threat delay error by calculating a residual difference

between the estimated vertical delay and corresponding
observed delay that has been projected to vertical;
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tabulating, in the specially programmed computer, maxi-
mum residual differences as a function of ionospheric
pierce points (IPPs) distribution metrics;

evaluating, in the specially programmed computer, threat
model data by assembling raw data to be used to define 5

each threat model component of the ionospheric threat
model;

merging, in the specially programmed computer, the
maximum residual differences from multiple storms
that comprise each of the threat model components and io
constructing an overbound that increases monotoni-
cally as a function of each of the IPP distribution
metrics;

generating, in the specially programmed computer, for
each threat model component, a diagnostic file based 15
on the merging;

writing, in the specially programmed computer, for each
threat model component, a threat model summary file
that comprises a threat model structure specifying the
threat model component and access to information 20
required to produce the threat model component; and

building, in the specially programmed computer, a com-
posite threat model by merging the threat model com-
ponents of the threat model.

* * * * * 25
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